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The SHIPNEXT Whitepaper is for information purposes only. It does not contain any advice to buy, 

sell, or solicitation of any offer to buy or sell SHIPNEXT tokens. Matters presented in this document 

shall not be relied upon in connection with any purchase or transaction decision. There are risks 

and uncertainties associated with the purchase of SHIPNEXT tokens, to include price fluctuations, 

ability, and willingness of exchanges to adopt SHIPNEXT tokens for listing and potential absence 

of a market for SHIPNEXT tokens at all. Future buyers of tokens shall seek their own professional 

advice before any purchase or transaction decision is made. 

The information presented in this whitepaper is not meant to be exhaustive. The public information 

referred to or incorporated herein may not have been independently verified. All predictions and 

future statements are forward-looking statements of SHIPNEXT management. They are subject to 

risks, uncertainties and assumptions and the actual results may vary materially from the 

expectations. SHIPNEXT does not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions or projections 

developed in this whitepaper. 

While this Whitepaper defines SHIPNEXT plans and projections, SHIPNEXT does not make any 

representations or warranties, whether express, implied or statutory on:

• merchantability, fitness for particular purposes, suitability, usage, or acceptance of SHIPNEXT  

 tokens by the industry;

• successful materialization of the project;

• absence of errors in this whitepaper;

• non-infringement of 3rd party rights.

SHIPNEXT accepts no liability whatsoever relating to the same. 

In any event SHIPNEXT, its affiliates and its officers and employees shall not be responsible or 

liable to any person for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs, expenses or claims of any kind for 

the use of, reference to or reliance on this whitepaper or any contents thereof. 

This whitepaper has not been and will not be reviewed by or registered with any authority in any 

jurisdiction. Potential buyers shall satisfy themselves that access to this whitepaper is in 

compliance with the applicable local laws. 

DISCLAIMER
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The maritime industry transported freight worth over US$11.0 trillion in 2016, with volumes are 

estimated to continue to growing at 3.2% p.a. through 2022. To date, this market has seen almost 

no major technological advances, and as a result, there are multiple opportunities across the 

supply chain. SHIPNEXT is uniquely positioned to transform this market and create significant 

additional value. 

Mixed communication channels have historically been one of the major obstacles facing the 

shipping industry, leading to a variety of issues, including lack of transparency and corruption, 

frequent human errors, complex calculations involving dozens of data-bases and multiple 

jurisdictions, thousands of emails daily, hundreds of legal agreements, and ultimately high 

operating costs.

SHIPNEXT’s purpose is to empower shipping industry participants with easy access to transparent 

information and automated operational management through a single, digital, shipping 

marketplace. 

SHIPNEXT has already resolved some of these issues by connecting industry participants through 

a single functional platform that provides its users with transparent and real-time pricing, seamless 

access to supply chain data & analytics, automated routine operational tasks, and advanced freight 

and ship tracking. 

SHIPNEXT is an industry insider, uniquely positioned to amplify its platform with blockchain 

technology and further disrupt the shipping industry.

SHIPNEXT seeks to expand its footprint in the industry by developing state-of-the-art solutions 

utilizing distributed ledger technology, and easing multiple pinch points the industry is facing, while 

in parallel unlocking and creating tremendous value. A number of multi-billion dollar markets will be 

directly impacted with SHIPNEXT solutions, to include; Trade Auctions, Trade Finance, Supply 

Chain Analytics, and Credit Supply Market.

Despite the global maritime shipping industry servicing $11.2 trillion worth of cargo and 
earning an estimated $380bn of fees in the process, there is no single, effective 
marketplace capable of dealing with all types of cargo, as the industry still operates based 
on outdated technology and systems. We believe that great sector knowledge and 
operational background backed by a strong team of industry practitioners, reserachers and 
IT professionals will enhance SHIPNEXT’s ability in establishing the new industry 
standard, thus making shipping faster, more transparent and cost-efficient.

Managing Director, Head of Investment Banking, Dragon Capital

1. ABSTRACT
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2. MARITIME TRANSPORT OVERVIEW

Today, shipping remains the least innovative and one of the most non-transparent industries. From 

a ‘business practices’ perspective, the last digital innovation in the industry was a change from telex 

to e-mail, which took place some 20 years ago.

This growth will be accompanied by a corresponding fleet expansion, increases in the sheer volume 

of services, along with the number of counterparties and complexity of interactions between them. 

The traditionally conservative and opaque business practices of the shipping sector have always 

made it difficult to automate and standardize the industry for shipping companies, banks, ports, 

traders and producers. Other reasons for the slow adoption of change within the shipping industry 

include diversity of nations, traditions and languages, different time zones, differences in local 

standards and documentation flows, and varying regulatory requirements.

The least modernized segment of shipping is found within the commercial practices of brokers and 

chartering managers, or the “white collar” workers of the industry. This sector plays a vital role within 

shipping, but remains virtually untouched, and as a result, continues to be ineffective, 

non-transparent, labor intensive and corrupted. Rudimentary commercial practices mar the entire 

industry, and, considering that over 80% of the world’s trade is moved by sea, international trade is 

heavily impacted as a result.

The freight and logistics industry incorporates a large number of brokers and significant amounts of 

obscure information across complex supply chains, which facilitate freight movement from shippers 

to carriers in exchange for fees. This results in higher costs for carriers, and higher downstream 

prices for the customers.

To ensure a further inflow of investments into the transportation industry, both investors and banks 

demand transparency in order to ensure efficient utilization of funds and optimal commercial 

decision making.

The amount of goods carried by ships reached 10.3 billion tons in 2016, and over $11 trillion worth of 

cargo value was carried by approximately 93,000 registered ships. World seaborne trade volumes 

are estimated to continue to grow at 3.2% p.a. in the medium term, which makes shipping one of the 

fastest growing and largest markets globally.

In addition, technical inefficiencies greatly contribute to the environmental impact of shipping which 

includes, but is not limited to exhaust gases both for conventional pollutants and greenhouse gases, 

acoustic, and oil pollution, and sulfur emissions. The International Maritime Organization (IMO) 

estimates that carbon dioxide (CO2)emissions from shipping were equal to 2.2% of the global 

human-made emissions in 2012 and expects this figure to rise 50 – 250% by 2050 if no action is 

taken.

Happening Now
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Of total global air emissions, shipping accounts for 18 to 30 percent of the nitrous oxide (NOx) and 9 

percent of the sulfur oxides (SOx). Out of all emission leading to climate change, around 3,5% goes 

from shipping, primarily Carbon dioxide.

Recently, IMO member states agreed on the decarbonisation of the shipping industry, with an 

agreement confirmed at the end of the latest Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), 

which sets a framework for the first global, long-term greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction strategy in 

shipping.  Praised as a landmark achievement and the equivalent of a ‘Maritime Paris Agreement’, it 

sets the first ambitions for emissions reduction targets in the sector.

As a result, and more than 20 years since the signing of the Kyoto Agreement first left shipping out 

of global climate controls, the industry is now being incentivized to move from a strategy of 

“efficiency improvements” to one of “targeted reductions” designed to progressively decarbonize – 

mainly through the use of cleaner fuels, exhaust gas abatement technology or hybrid propulsion 

systems.  This decarbonisation process is not without costs, which are estimated at upwards of $60 

billion for the industry as a whole.

 

Blockchain-based supply chain systems bring much needed efficiencies that can assist in greatly 

reducing environmental impact.  The growth in ton-kilometers of sea shipment has averaged 4 

percent annually since the 1990s and is expected to continue in the long-term. With almost 100,000 

registered ships at sea, shipping’s contribution to global emissions are set to rise accordingly in the 

absence of effective policy and efficient systems. Already, the most staggering statistic of all is that 

just 5 of the world’s largest container ships can produce as much lung-clogging SOx emissions as 

250 million vehicles (11,000 metric tons per annum of SOx), which is more than all petrol-fueled 

vehicles in the USA.

However, the current approach to setting international standards for shipping tends to be largely 

reactive, slow to implement, and based on politically and commercially driven compromises.

Existing lack of efficiency, transparency and security across such global networks is precisely the 

problem blockchain technology is designed to solve. Creating an efficient, predictable, well-planned 

and synchronized “internet of things” among the numerous internationally located modes of 

transport to ensure best utilization and, as a result, reduced delivery cost coupled with improved 

timing. It will empower it’s Users - owners of Transport and/or Cargo – with the opportunity to 

participate in a more dynamic and transparent form of global trade, potentially limiting the need for 

brokers while lowering intermediary costs, as a result. It will effectively arm its Clients - producers of 

commodities and goods – with a competitive advantage in international markets by ensuring 

optimized pivot points for timing, voyage and vessel, all at the lowest cost.
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Market Opportunity

A number of leading, global trading companies have sought integration within the SHIPNEXT 
platform, gaining access to real-time shipping information, allowing their traders and clients to 
secure the most attractive quotes in a comprehensive, actionable and transparent way.

SHIPNEXT is thus becoming an integral and necessary link of the highly lucrative, Trade Auctioning 
business, where it can expect to earn a transaction processing fee, by facilitating the movement of 
global trade flows. Global trade flows are expected to grow 4.3% p.a., from US$15.8 trillion in 2016 
to US$18.7 trillion in 2020.

The platform is uniquely positioned to disrupt traditional Trade Finance business models, which are 
currently a very labor-intensive and predominantly still a paper-based business, taking 
two-to-four-weeks to complete a single transaction. Trade finance is a US$36 billion revenue oppor-
tunity for banks alone, which are expected to grow at 4.7% p.a., reaching US$44 billion by 2020.

According to BCG (Boston Consulting Group), 90% of data field interactions can be eliminated in 
trade finance, creating a process that is both faster and less susceptible to error and fraud. Smart 
contracts and multi-signature, digital wallets which are a key feature of the SHIPNEXT platform, will 
significantly reduce and, in some cases, eliminate the need for Letters of Credit, the costliest and 
most comprehensive element of the trade finance process.

Significant improvement in the speed of processing freight delivery transactions will greatly reduce 
working capital requirements, which is an essential part of shipping ecosystem today. Reduction in 
working capital requirements makes trade more accessible to a large number of small and medium 
size enterprises (SMEs). According to the World Bank, up to 50% of SMEs have limited or no access 
to formal credit markets. Using SHIPNEXT, these SMEs will gain an edge with respect to obtaining 
a�ordable working capital, reducing their trade finance gaps in the process, and become more com-
petitive participants in global trade.

SHIPNEXT partially relies on a data compiled over the course of over nine years managing a highly 
successful ocean freight forwarder; Varamar. Currently SHIPNEXT contains detailed descriptions for 
over 50,000 ships, 4,000 ports around the globe, and leverages data from more than 70 intercon-
nected databases. Some of these data-bases are real-time and dynamic, generated by the latest 
technology as well as stronger user integration. SHIPNEXT uses linear-programming, big-data analy-
sis, natural language processing, machine learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI), in addition to 
complex algorithms, to instantly match cargo with the most e�cient transport solution. SHIPNEXT 
was built to enable all parties (Shipowners, Ports, Terminals, and other service providers) access to 
accurate, updated and in some cases real-time, information flow related to their role and description 
within the supply-chain. Going forward, ShipNext will accumulate and process significantly more 
data, further refining the analytics and creating more value for users of this valuable tool.

Shipping data also serves as a leading economic indicator, o�ering valuable insight to subscribers. 
The supply chain analytics market alone was valued at US$2.7 billion in 2016 and is expected to 
almost double, to US$4.8 billion by 2019.

Industry service providers such as insurance companies, digital banks, internet of things solutions 
and many others will be able to build their own solutions using modules developed on the 
SHIPNEXT platform.

SHIPNEXT is disrupting multiple, multi-billion dollar markets, and will benefit from transaction 
processing, diverted trade finance business revenues, data analytics services, and advertisement.

2. MARITIME TRANSPORT OVERVIEW
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Before developing and launching SHIPNEXT, the founder and the team have established and 
successfully developed, one of the most diversified shipping groups in the world, to include 
VARAMAR (www.varamar.com), VELES Bulk (www.velesbulk.com) and VARAMAR Transport. Their 
respective activities comprise:

• Ocean transportation of heavy, oversized and general cargo
• Ocean transportation of dry-bulk cargo (agricultural products, coal, steel, fertilizers and iron ore)
• Cargo forwarding and intermodal transportation (containers, general cargo and commodities)
• Port related handling.

In addition to general cargo, the Group is specializing in the delivery of out-of-gauge, heavy and 
oversized cargo in Europe and the Middle East with more than 9 years of experience. The VARAMAR 
Group operates from offices in Germany, France, Italy, Cyprus, Ukraine and UAE, with plans to open 
offices in Singapore and USA in 2018. Varamars’ core team consists of professionals with intimate 
knowledge of the maritime industry, gained through years of experience in general cargo, dry and 
wet bulk, containers forwarding, risk management, commercial and technical management 
functions, law and strategy.

The company management team has a combined 9 years of relevant experience in shipping, 
technology and finance. Alexander Varvarenko – the CEO and founder of Varamar and SHIPNEXT 
himself has 18 years of experience in the industry. Varamar’s clients can be found in all corners of 
the world and include top industry players such as General Electric, Siemens, Hyundai, Mitsubishi, 
ENI, Saipem, Weatherford, Tenaris, Arcelor Mittal, Cargill, Eurochem, Solvay and many others.

VELES BULK - A shipping company established in 2011, with offices in Odessa (Ukraine) and 
Limassol (Cyprus) in Dry-bulk cargo transportation by sea (Handy-, Panamax- and Supramax Fleet). 
Veles Bulk is actively involved in the carriage of grain products, fertilizers, scrap, steel, coal and 
other commodities between Europe, Middle East, Asia and South America. 

VARAMAR TRANS - established in 2017, VARAMAR Trans is a forwarding and logistics wing of the 
VARAMAR Group. Core activity includes land transport, inland forwarding and logistics of general 
cargo, heavy and oversized goods and containers. VARAMAR Trans also works with different ports 
in the Black Sea region to organize port handling and clearence.
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communication problems that exists in the industry, by structuring and processing the 

information flows contained in thousands of daily emails, including cargo details, ships’ location, 

port-related information and much more;

human inefficiency, by automated algorithms, allowing instant matching & connectivity between 

cargo owners, ship owners, and carriers, allowing counterparties to execute efficient 

(automated on request) charters/bookings;

transparency issue, by providing seamless access to required supply chain data and analytics 

and providing users with reverse-auctioning and real-time pricing.

•

•

•

4. SHIPNEXT

SHIPNEXT uses linear-programming, big-data analysis, natural language processing, machine 
learning (ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and complex algorithms to instantly match Cargo with the 
most efficient transport solution.

SHIPNEXT is currently the only fully functioning maritime shipping marketplace that was created 
based on an intimate understanding of all the critical issues the shipping industry faces today. Early 
in 2015 Alexander Varvarenko, the founder of SHIPNEXT, observed that it was only a matter of time 
before the industry would be disrupted. He combined his team’s extensive shipping experience 
together with a strong IT team to create SHIPNEXT – a platform transforming the shipping industry 
on a global scale.

“To launch the digital shipping marketplace we used daily data-flow combining thousands of cargo 
owners looking for freight with thousands of ship positions looking for cargo. This formed the first 
critical mass flow within the international marketplace to gain practical value and implement an 
efficient and instant cargo-to-ship matching-making service, auctioning, freight negotiations, 
contract management, instant electronic documentation flow, freight tracking and much more. 
Moreover, broadly relying upon machine learning, artificial intelligence, big-data analysis and linear 
programming, has almost fully automated the entire activity, replacing thousands of man-hours in 
the process” says Alexander.

Commercial activity in shipping is highly regulated and requires significant, cross-border 
standardization. Shipping is one of the most traditional sectors that have largely resisted 
modernization, until SHIPNEXT pioneered the creation of an automated global ocean freight 
delivery marketplace. Our team consists of leading shipping industry experts with decades of 
experience and a robust pool of technical talent, which allows us to stay at the forefront of  
technological developments. A number of our users have integrated their backend solutions with 
SHIPNEXT. They are the first to benefit from the newest technological advances that SHIPNEXT 
introduces. These companies are saving millions of dollars, making their products and services more 
competitive.

SHIPNEXT is addressing and solving several major challenges that shipping industry encounters 
globally:
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After SHIPNEXT

Before SHIPNEXT

Distorted and fractured interaction

Structured and streamlined interaction

4. SHIPNEXT
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4.000+
PORTS

3
DISTANCES

50.000+
SHIPS

5.000+
CLIENTS

1.500+
CARGOES

70+
DATABASES

MILLION NM

SHIPNEXT offers high transparency, low execution costs, reduced risk of human error and 

significant operational advantages - a combination that is likely to disrupt the business of shipping in 

the traditional sense.

SHIPNEXT is processing the data of 50,000 ships, 4,000 ports around the globe, and leveraging 

data from more than 70 databases. Among other data used, are the internal dimensions and 

restrictions of each ship, ports restrictions, draft restrictions, canals and straights, ice and flag 

restrictions and much more.

PAGE 12

This data is being regularly updated and used in millions of calculations each time a new cargo is 

entered, or a change in a ship's schedule takes place. Once this happens, the owner of each cargo 

or ship is able to find the new, “best match”. At this point, each cargo owner, be it a trader, a 

producer, a broker or even a forwarding agent, is able to either hold an auction or proceed with 

online freight negotiations.

A BIMCO standard Charter Party (Contract of Affreightment) is instantly printed once all terms and 

conditions are agreed upon. All business activities are based on English Maritime law unless 

otherwise stated.

4. SHIPNEXT



SHIPNEXT operates highly functional desktop and mobile applications.

One of the key components of SHIPNEXT platform is its advanced matching algorithm, which allows 

matching any cargo to a suitable ship, considering a range of factors and restrictions, including ship 

position, ability to reach the required port by a certain date, stowage, deadweight and capacity, 

internal ship dimensions, crane capacity, cargo exclusions, port, draft or flag restrictions, etc. All this 

data is stored in dynamic and real-time data bases, to enable accuracy of using algorithms and their 

instant recalculation as data changes.

More advanced matching algorithms are currently being implemented. They will allow loading of two 

or more cargoes on one ship, to loading several thousand containers / cargoes on one ship. This 

enables SHIPNEXT to introduce solutions for a real-time container booking platform as an 

intermediate phase on the path to building out an integrated supply-chain. This advanced 

functionality will be based on numerous additional factors, such as detailed individual cargo 

dimensions, individual packing data, stackability information, cargo compatibility, ship stability data, 

rotation compatibility, detailed descriptions of the ship’s container intake, container net and gross 

weights, slot allocation and other factors – all of which will be carefully considered, analyzed and 

optimized by such algorithms.
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In addition to advanced matching of cargoes and ships, SHIPNEXT features a number of other 

unique advantages:

Quality control: the marketplace allows participants to whitelist accepted carriers, which will 

further introduce a degree of quality control to the industry

Instant pricing: upon request each ship owner, or owner of other modes of transport, can 

automate the pricing/quoting process making transparent and instant pricing finally possible in 

the maritime industry

E-contracts: SHIPNEXT incorporates a full set of electronic documents that allow specifying the 

cargo, its delivery and track vessels location. Once the cargo is loaded, an electronic Bill of 

Lading and automatic freight payment instructions are generated. The Ship (transport mode) 

schedule is then made and reported to all other users related to the Contract and the Cargo 

delivery process

Incorporation of IOT: delay or late arrival alerts are automatic, and cargo owner may initiate an 

instant replacement search if required

Efficiency and Transparency: cargo documents can be sent to all relevant authorities allowing for 

instant clearance, transparency and automation in import duties and permits
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ShipNext is utilizing artificial intelligence for:

Action Automation: in order to eradicate repetitive tasks

Analysis Automation: in order to automate insight generation

Decision Automation: in order to amplify human intelligence

•

•

•

We did not expect SHIPNEXT to be so technologically advanced

Global Head of Freight, LOUIS DREYFUS COMPANY
Seb Landerretche

SHIPNEXT stands as the only platform that was accepted by the market as relevant and effective 

based on feedback of the freight forwarders using the platform.

The SHIPNEXT platform was launched in October of 2017 and is already being accessed by more 

that 1,000 users, with outstanding feedback from the industry participants.

The leading industry participants – traders, shippers, producers, brokers, ship owners and operators 

– engaged on the platform within months after the launch. Among them such well known industry 

players as:

Traction & Testimonials

4. SHIPNEXT
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Very timely solution and a very helpful tool

Willem Djkhuis
Freight Trader at CARGILL

Certainly something that will disrupt the old, traditional ways of doing 
business in shipping

Rutger Kalkman
Innovation, Trade & Commodity Finance at ABN-AMRO Bank

The future of freight trading is certainly in solutions such as SHIPNEXT

Marko Kusigerski
Head of Ferrous, London Metal Exchange

We did not expect SHIPNEXT to be so technologically advanced

Seb Landerretche
Global Head of Freight, LOUIS DREYFUS COMPANY

Testimonials
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Further Industry Disruption

Understanding that technology should bring ideas to life we have created SHIPNEXT, a 
decentralized shipping marketplace that truly transforms the industry by automating and 
accelerating the majority of operations.

What if all industry players become interconnected within a decentralized ecosystem, allowing them 
to interact directly and instantly with each other in a trustless and frictionless manner across the 
entire supply chain? Image if a customer purchasing a product triggers the whole supply chain, 
working in a single algorithm, matching suppliers of raw material, unfinished and finished goods 
through an automated, digital and real-time, blockchain based supply chain. This is what we created, 
began building, and shortly thereafter, introduced in Phase 1 of today’s SHIPNEXT. This is the 
foundation which will allow us to build the rest of the algorithm-based supply chain on, because 80% 
of the trade moves by sea, and it is this mode of transport that, in turn, links Shippers and Receivers 
with the assistance of land transport.

An ecosystem that will be a foundation for a newly energized, intelligent shipping and logistics 
industry, an ecosystem that will be constantly evolving and learning, powering innovations and 
bringing further technologies to life, alleviating inefficiencies and easing cross-border transactions. 
An ecosystem that will be based on open unified protocols that are highly scalable, an ecosystem 
that has no single point of failure.

This is the SHIPNEXT ecosystem - a fully integrated ecosystem across the entire supply chain, 
grounded in transparent, trustless and instant operations, safeguarded by smart contracts backed 
with escrows, powered by decentralized computing capacities all around the globe, where 
consensus on transactions validity is achieved by Proof of Stake algorithms.

In addition to connecting top industry players, such as ship owners, ports, cargo owners, SHIPNEXT 
will also connect other service providers, including banks, insurance companies, internet of things 
manufactures, and of course the shipping service market itself, that is estimated to be worth over $1 
trillion per annum.

Users of the SHIPNEXT ecosystem will benefit from direct access to unique and comprehensive 
big-data supplied by industry players and service providers. Relying upon this data, users can 
provide a much higher efficiency for the transactions themselves. For example, ports will regularly 
provide weather updates, berth occupancy, port closures or other incidents. Using this information, 
ship owners can make necessary adjustments to their itinerary, managing their scarce resources 
more efficiently by slow steaming and optimized voyages, which will further positively impact fuel 
consumption and reduce the overall environmental impact.
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5. OUR VISION OF THE FUTURE ECOSYSTEM

Imagine all the moving parts in a complex shipping mechanism working silently and 
tirelessly to deliver cargo from door to door at the lowest rate possible, with an optimum 
carrier, insured and safe by a ship that avoids any gridlocks, rolling and no-shows.  

CEO of SHIPNEXT
Alexander Varvarenko 
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The SHIPNEXT ecosystem will be powered by its own cryptocurrency, allowing market participants 
to benefit from instant transactions, full transparency, unforseen flexibility and cost efficiency.

Our commitment to bring our vision to life is based on our track record. The founder and the team 
have fully-funded the development of ShipNext to date, and launched SHIPNEXT at the risk of 
disrupting their existing business in shipping.

We will provide smooth transition for the current SHIPNEXT software users upon delivering the 
SHIPNEXT blockchain ecosystem, so that they can continue using the products without any major 
interruptions. 

Moreover, SHIPNEXT will share all its information, including thousands of ship positions, port data, 
routes and much more with the distributed ledger, making it highly value accretive and operationally 
ready, immediately.

The Ecosystem

Upon delivery, the SHIPNEXT ecosystem will incorporate:

Phase A. Centralized Marketplace. 
SHIPNEXT already includes all non-containerized modes of ocean-shipping, including heavy and 
oversized, general, dry-bulk cargoes and ships to move them. What we lack for a completely 
centralized Marketplace is only to add i) wet-bulk and the tanker fleet, with algorithms to match them 
and ii) a containerized cargo platform, based on cargo tracking infrastructure and container fleet 
data to create a real-time container booking system. SHIPNEXT is in potential contract talks with the 
largest industry players to ensure this process includes the practical aspects and the business 
processes related to the sector. As well as container related Platform.

Phase B. De-centralized Marketplace 
As dry-bulk, general cargo, wet-bulk and container related marketplaces/platforms begin to  work 
consistently, and comprise a minimal number of major players/exporters, who already began their 
integration on SHIPNEXT, the marketplace could then be decentralized. This would include creating 
individual/tailor made solutions for individual groups for internal use, internal contracting with the 
centralized market platform, as well as further integration with other means of transport. In this way, 
SHIPNEXT can record and register across the Network all the changes that happen to the individual 
assets, transport units and infrastructure.

Phase C. SHIPNEXT Supply Chain
Implementation on further integration of Phase B gives ground for an organic integration of 
SHIPNEXT introduced algorithms deeper into individual supply chains. This requires a more 
thorough study and implementation of individual needs and aspects of each business, reflected in a 

5. OUR VISION OF THE FUTURE ECOSYSTEM

new set of real-time process-based data-bases. It is at this phase where road transport is linked with 
ocean-going maritime transport through ports and terminals. This too requires a clear, 
well-calculated and planned algorithm, combined with a real-time approach. It is only then, that any 
single change in a particular demand for transport triggers a change over the whole supply 
chain/eco-system.

Asset Efficiency and Security
Integrating geographic data of ships and cargoes by means of IOT, will dramatically increase ship 
and cargo visibility and decrease theft. Full visibility of the delivery process will further reduce the 
risk of miscommunication between counterparties

Tracking 
The team implemented tracking and tracing in our current SHIPNEXT platform. Deploying this 
feature on a blockchain will provide shippers with more transparency across the whole supply chain, 
eliminating timing issues, miscommunications and more

Proof of delivery 
Proof of Delivery, facilitated by IOT, will be a trigger for smart contract execution. For example, when 
a dispute arises between the buyer and seller, a third-party arbitrator will refer to Proof of Delivery 
before signing off

Unified Management
We already released a centralized solution allowing the cargo owner to place order from point “A” 
to point “B” under best conditions. This algorithm, as many others, will be deployed in the 
blockchain.
We are dedicated to build an open source ecosystem, where thousands of different players can 
build their solutions using SHIPNEXT modules.



Our Mission

Developing cutting edge technology to facilitate direct, instant and trustless interaction between the 
players in the global logistics industry, enabling further increases in transparency and efficiency, 
decreases in commodity costs, and providing token holders with a clear incentive to buy and hold 
tokens, with superior liquidity.

The Ecosystem

Upon delivery, the SHIPNEXT ecosystem will incorporate:

Phase A. Centralized Marketplace. 
SHIPNEXT already includes all non-containerized modes of ocean-shipping, including heavy and 
oversized, general, dry-bulk cargoes and ships to move them. What we lack for a completely 
centralized Marketplace is only to add i) wet-bulk and the tanker fleet, with algorithms to match them 
and ii) a containerized cargo platform, based on cargo tracking infrastructure and container fleet 
data to create a real-time container booking system. SHIPNEXT is in potential contract talks with the 
largest industry players to ensure this process includes the practical aspects and the business 
processes related to the sector. As well as container related Platform.

Phase B. De-centralized Marketplace 
As dry-bulk, general cargo, wet-bulk and container related marketplaces/platforms begin to  work 
consistently, and comprise a minimal number of major players/exporters, who already began their 
integration on SHIPNEXT, the marketplace could then be decentralized. This would include creating 
individual/tailor made solutions for individual groups for internal use, internal contracting with the 
centralized market platform, as well as further integration with other means of transport. In this way, 
SHIPNEXT can record and register across the Network all the changes that happen to the individual 
assets, transport units and infrastructure.

Phase C. SHIPNEXT Supply Chain
Implementation on further integration of Phase B gives ground for an organic integration of 
SHIPNEXT introduced algorithms deeper into individual supply chains. This requires a more 
thorough study and implementation of individual needs and aspects of each business, reflected in a 
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new set of real-time process-based data-bases. It is at this phase where road transport is linked with 
ocean-going maritime transport through ports and terminals. This too requires a clear, 
well-calculated and planned algorithm, combined with a real-time approach. It is only then, that any 
single change in a particular demand for transport triggers a change over the whole supply 
chain/eco-system.

Asset Efficiency and Security
Integrating geographic data of ships and cargoes by means of IOT, will dramatically increase ship 
and cargo visibility and decrease theft. Full visibility of the delivery process will further reduce the 
risk of miscommunication between counterparties

Tracking 
The team implemented tracking and tracing in our current SHIPNEXT platform. Deploying this 
feature on a blockchain will provide shippers with more transparency across the whole supply chain, 
eliminating timing issues, miscommunications and more

Proof of delivery 
Proof of Delivery, facilitated by IOT, will be a trigger for smart contract execution. For example, when 
a dispute arises between the buyer and seller, a third-party arbitrator will refer to Proof of Delivery 
before signing off

Unified Management
We already released a centralized solution allowing the cargo owner to place order from point “A” 
to point “B” under best conditions. This algorithm, as many others, will be deployed in the 
blockchain.
We are dedicated to build an open source ecosystem, where thousands of different players can 
build their solutions using SHIPNEXT modules.



The environmental impact of shipping includes but is not limited to exhaust gases both for 
conventional pollutants and greenhouse gases, acoustic, and oil pollution, and sulfur emissions.

Bunker fuel commonly used by ships is thick with sulfur. Current IMO rules allow ships to burn fuel 
containing up to 4.5 per cent sulfur. That is 4,500 times more than is allowed in car fuel in the 
European Union. The sulfur comes out of ship funnels as tiny particles, and it is these that get deep 
into lungs. The largest ships can each emit as much as 5,000 tons of sulfur in a year – the same as 
50 million typical cars, each emitting an average of 100 grams of sulfur a year.

Smoke and sulfur are not the only emissions from ships. Every year they are also belching out almost 
one billion tons of carbon dioxide. Although ships are as big a contributor to global warming as 
aircraft, they have had much less attention from environmental authorities.

Both international shipping and aviation are exempt from the Kyoto Protocol rules on cutting carbon 
emissions. Burning low-sulfur fuel will cut carbon emissions from ships, but this will increase cost due 
to price of fuel. But there are other ways including cutting speed, that can considerable reduce 
emissions. The greatest effect, however, will be gained through efficient fleet utilization and reduced 
ballast runs.

 International law limits the ability of coastal nations to impose and enforce their own 
environmental and navigation regulations on foreign ships passing through their waters. Instead, 
countries must use international conventions established through the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) and the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Current approach to 
setting international standards for shipping tends to be reactive, slow, and based on industry-
-driven compromises.

SHIPNEXT ecosystem plans to be on the cutting edge of the environmental contribution by 
streamlining vessels travel schedule resulting in low steaming and considerable decrease in 
waiting and docking time. All the parties transacting on the ecosystem will share up to date and 
accurate information about each other, allowing them to plan their timing precisely. IOT will further 
contribute to decrease in emissions by providing accurate navigation and weather data.

The port terminals using the ecosystem will become a connected community, where industry 
players including carriers, cargo owners, trucking companies, customs authorities will 
becollaborating in frictionless manner and further contributing to considerable reduction in idle 
time.
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Environmental Impact

The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it.

Robert Swan

5. OUR VISION OF THE FUTURE ECOSYSTEM



6. ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
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Vertical Expansion

SHIPNEXT will be first developed as a platform for ocean freight, incorporating the entire maritime 

supply chain services and functions.

Industry service providers such as insurance companies, digital banks, internet of things solutions 

and many others will be able to build their own solutions using modules developed on the 

SHIPNEXT platform. 

SHIPNEXT ecosystem will become more valuable with increasing number and diversity of verified 

carriers and cargo owners. Scaling will allow SHIPNEXT to ensure an ever-growing efficiency in 

finding the most suitable and economically viable logistic solution to every cargo.

Integration of IOT including, but not limited to GPS Trackers for proof of location and delivery, will be 

further paying an important role in service provisions, greatly contributing to smart contracts 

execution. 

Expansion of the platform will involve the integration of other infrastructure and service providers,

such as:

• Stevedoring Companies

• Warehouses

• Sea and Canal Pilots

• Tracking Services

• Container Yards

• Service and spare-part suppliers

• Docks and Repair Yards/Services

• Bunker Suppliers

• Petrol Stations

• Insurance Companies

• Regulatory Authorities 

• Banks

• Other



6. ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Upon delivering SHIPNEXT ecosystem in ocean freight, we will pursue all other methods of freight 

including air, trucks, aviation, and pipelines, thus developing a comprehensive ecosystem that will 

link an entire supply chain from commodity production to final goods delivery by all methods of 

freight from door to door. 

SHIPNEXT will become a one stop platform where market participants can receive and deliver all 

services related to moving goods and commodities.

Ocean-shipping (maritime transport) plays a critical role. Being a connecting mode of transportation 

between continents, it defines when and where the cargo is delivered to Port at the country of origin 

and taken away from port at the place of destination. This includes integration of ports and terminals, 

and, in turn, allow a more efficient use of their capacity. And an increased turno-ver as a result.

Accuracy and relevance of the cargo data will be crucial. Sourcing accurate and detailed cargo 

information from the supply chain as early as possible will allow SHIPNEXT to attract providers of 

delivery services to the platform.  

Information about cargo is currently sourced via e-mail, online databases and directly from the 

participating companies’ internal electronic data interchange (EDI). Going forward, information will 

be further sourced from databases of in-land and air transport ecosystems, and other supply-chain 

participants. Each member of SHIPNEXT ecosystem will individually connect their EDI with 

SHIPNEXT, to receive full benefits of the platform. 

Supply chain of cargo delivery will be multiphase and multi-nodal process, meaning delivery not just 

from point “A” to point “B”, but also to further to points “C”, “D” via different methods of freight until 

final destination.

The above is possible only under conditions of usage of real-time big data analysis in conjunction 

with seamless integrations of transportation with ports terminals, warehouses and others, under 

increasing efficiency of their capacities and rising turnover.
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Horizontal Expansion

TransportationFinancingTrade CaptureProduction Settlement



We anticipate a quick growth and expansion of the SHIPNEXT ecosystem, due to both vertical and 

horizontal expansion, driven by:

• Increasing number of platform users from the industry.

• Increasing number of SHIPNEXT services (incl. service companies, banks etc).

• Incorporation of other methods of freight.

• Further blockchain development and legitimization of the cryptocurrencies usage.

6. ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
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Technology
(please refer to technical whitepaper for greater details)

Current vision
SHIPNEXT is developing an ecosystem enabling the use of digital currencies under Ethereum smart 

contracts that can be duplicated and used by any industry participant in order to transact in the 

distributed ledger. 

The ecosystem will be composed of three layers:

1. SHIPNEXT Ethereum node executing smart contracts

2. Abstract layer between Ethereum and application layer, performing the translation

3. ShipNext application – a cloud web application layer 

SHIPNEXT Ethereum layer

Ethereum is an open-source, public, blockchain-based distributed computing platform featuring 

smart contracts and ERC20 compliant tokens that validate, implement and enforce the transaction 

rules between the parties involved. Smart contracts are deployed in Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) 

– the golden standard in smart contract functionality that became most established blockchain 

based distributed ledger computing ecosystem. 

Ethereum has proven to be secure and sufficiently robust. SHIPNEXT transactions will be done at 

near zero marginal cost.

Abstract layer

The purpose of the abstract layer is to provide a translation of a real-world business logic captured 

in the SHIPNEXT application layer into smart contracts, properly coded in Solidity programming 

language, and deploy smart contracts into the Ethereum layer.

Since other third-party companies will be able to use SHIPNEXT tokens in their own systems, they 

will enhance them to incorporate these tokens by using abstract layers APIs to move tokens in 

SHIPNEXT Ethereum layer.  

ShipNext application layer

Decentralized distributed ledger is the intangible digital platform that can be only addressed 

through a frontend application that structures the queries and results obtained from the ledger. This 

application would allow industry players and service providers to become integrated into the 

system. For example, if there is an insurance company, that wants to provide coverage for either a 

cargo or a ship, we will integrate our APIs, so that a player seeking for insurance coverage would be 

able to use insurance services through our application. Open API platforms have proven to be more 

competitive in the long term and lead to larger and more diverse ecosystems

6. ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
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SHIPNEXT application layer will be an ideal solution to become the bridge between real and digital 

worlds. It will provide user-friendly and easy to use front-end interface to shipping industry players. 

It is will be an open marketplace connecting shippers and carriers, where all the users perform input 

transaction and get calculation results in a familiar and robust way.

Global logistics blockchain
Technology development is going through a number of revolutionary developments. We anticipate 

that the problem of Ethereum platform scalability that currently slows down transaction speed, and 

the problem of high “Gas” commission will be properly addressed and solved in the near future. 

If these problems are not resolved, we are committed to choose alternative existing blockchain that 

will satisfy the requirement of SHIPNEXT ecosystem (currently we studying EOS and NEM). We are 

committed to providing instant transactions and payments that are essential for the industry, where 

the vast majority of data changes every second.



Technology
(please refer to technical whitepaper for greater details)

Current vision
SHIPNEXT is developing an ecosystem enabling the use of digital currencies under Ethereum smart 

contracts that can be duplicated and used by any industry participant in order to transact in the 

distributed ledger. 

The ecosystem will be composed of three layers:

1. SHIPNEXT Ethereum node executing smart contracts

2. Abstract layer between Ethereum and application layer, performing the translation

3. ShipNext application – a cloud web application layer 

SHIPNEXT Ethereum layer

Ethereum is an open-source, public, blockchain-based distributed computing platform featuring 

smart contracts and ERC20 compliant tokens that validate, implement and enforce the transaction 

rules between the parties involved. Smart contracts are deployed in Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) 

– the golden standard in smart contract functionality that became most established blockchain 

based distributed ledger computing ecosystem. 

Ethereum has proven to be secure and sufficiently robust. SHIPNEXT transactions will be done at 

near zero marginal cost.

Abstract layer

The purpose of the abstract layer is to provide a translation of a real-world business logic captured 

in the SHIPNEXT application layer into smart contracts, properly coded in Solidity programming 

language, and deploy smart contracts into the Ethereum layer.

Since other third-party companies will be able to use SHIPNEXT tokens in their own systems, they 

will enhance them to incorporate these tokens by using abstract layers APIs to move tokens in 

SHIPNEXT Ethereum layer.  

ShipNext application layer

Decentralized distributed ledger is the intangible digital platform that can be only addressed 

through a frontend application that structures the queries and results obtained from the ledger. This 

application would allow industry players and service providers to become integrated into the 

system. For example, if there is an insurance company, that wants to provide coverage for either a 

cargo or a ship, we will integrate our APIs, so that a player seeking for insurance coverage would be 

able to use insurance services through our application. Open API platforms have proven to be more 

competitive in the long term and lead to larger and more diverse ecosystems
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SHIPNEXT application layer will be an ideal solution to become the bridge between real and digital 

worlds. It will provide user-friendly and easy to use front-end interface to shipping industry players. 

It is will be an open marketplace connecting shippers and carriers, where all the users perform input 

transaction and get calculation results in a familiar and robust way.

Global logistics blockchain
Technology development is going through a number of revolutionary developments. We anticipate 

that the problem of Ethereum platform scalability that currently slows down transaction speed, and 

the problem of high “Gas” commission will be properly addressed and solved in the near future. 

If these problems are not resolved, we are committed to choose alternative existing blockchain that 

will satisfy the requirement of SHIPNEXT ecosystem (currently we studying EOS and NEM). We are 

committed to providing instant transactions and payments that are essential for the industry, where 

the vast majority of data changes every second.
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2009, Apr Ocean shipping company - VARAMAR (Varamar.com) - was founded. The company 
evolved into one of the main industry players in Europe in maritime transportation 
of general, heavy and oversized cargo.

2011, Jun VELES Bulk was founded as a carrier of dry-bulk ship-operator and carrier.

2009 - 2015 50,000 + Ships  |  4,000 Ports  |  70+ databases

2015, May SHIPNEXT - disruptive concept of an automated Digital Shipping Marketplace is finalized.

2017, Oct SHIPNEXT is launched in Phase A, as an Automated Digital Shipping Marketplace 
for non-containerized, general, oversized and dry-bulk cargo.

2018, Jan SHIPNEXT is widely used by over 1000 international, contains 8000+ Ship positions
and thousands of Cargo orders at any given moment.

2018, May First Smart Contract in Non-containerized Sea Transport

2018, Aug Integration of Steel Supply Chain on SHIPNEXT

2018, Sep Wet-Bulk Shipping Marketplace

2019, Mar First Smart Contract and Electronic Bill of Lading in Wet-Bulk Shipping

2018, Jun First Electronic Freight Payment for Smart Contract in Shipping and Ocean Transport

2019, Aug Integration of Energy and Oil Supply Chain on SHIPNEXT

2019, Apr First Freight Payment in Wet-Bulk Shipping

2019, Oct Negotiations with ports and Terminals for integration, planning and 2 way data-flow 
for wet-bulk, energy and oil cargo

2020, Oct First trial of a multiple transport solution (intermodal) with transit time and real-time 
pricing (dry-bulk, general and containerized containerized Cargo)

2020, Nov Further integration of Tracking and Tracing procedures and Technology into 
Real-Time Container Booking Platform

2021, Feb First integrated supply chain in container door to door transport (including Land 
Transport)

2021, Apr Integration of multiple users for testing of cross-company container real-time 
container traffic supply-chain (including land and sea-transport)

2021, Sep Completion and full integration of Different modes of transport on one Shipping and 
Transport Marketplace

2021, Oct First trial of a multiples transport solution shipment - different modes (non-containerized 
and containerized) of transport with transit time and real-time pricing

2021, Nov Decentralized Block-chain based Supply-Chain (trial)
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8. SHIPNEXT TOKENS

SHIPNEXT will mint two types of tokens

ShipToken is an ERC20 compliant utility based token which enables users to access and transact in 
the ecosystem as an internal cryptocurrency used to pay for transactions fees, freight delivery, 
insurance, banking, internet of things and etc. The primary purpose of the ShipToken, is to ensure a 
flawless execution of transactions while removing any token price volatility by having a firm 1 to 1 peg 
to the USD.
ShipToken will offer an attractive alternative to traditional forms of executing transactions, by 
reducing banking commissions, lowering funding costs, allowing automatic execution of smart 
contracts and opening up other possibilities of a blockchain enabled ecosystem, that are not 
accessible in a traditional banking framework.
The supply of ShipToken will not be limited and will be issued in an amount necessary to guarantee 
flawless execution of transactions. 

Definition

Value

Purpose

Availability

Amount in 
circulation

ShipToken

Internal currency within a ShipNext 
ecosystem

One token equals USD 1

Flawless execution of transactions, and 
access to a full suite of a blockchain 
enabled solutions within a SHIPNEXT 
ecosystem

Available only to active SHIPNEXT 
participants

Uncapped, volume will be based on the 
transaction volume

ShipCoin

Utility token designed to benefit from the 
increased utility of the SHIPNEXT ecosystem

After the TGE, the value will be decided by the 
exchanges where the token will be listed.
ShipCoin holders will benefit from the 
SHIPNEXT Reserve Fund

Promotion and development of the SHIPNEXT 
ecosystem

Available for purchase on crypto exchanges

The total amount of ShipCoins will be finite, 
and will be capped at 1,000,000,000

SHPC

ShipToken
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8. SHIPNEXT TOKENS

Revenue Model

ShipCoin is an ERC20 compliant utility token to be sold to qualified purchasers during the TGE and 
anticipated to be subsequently traded on the secondary market. ShipCoin token will be listed in 
legally compliant cryptocurrency exchanges that adhere to KYC/AML standards. ShipCoin can be 
bought during our private sale, as well as planned crowdsales at pre-defined prices or from the 
secondary market.
ShipCoin, is a utility token, that is designed to benefit from the increased utility of the SHIPNEXT 
ecosystem. ShipCoin will be used to lure participants into the ecosystem, and as the number of the 
participants in the ecosystem will grow, and the number of application of SHIPNEXT ecosystem will 
expand, the utility of the ShipCoin will increase.
The value of ShipCoins after the TGE will be primarily determined by the exchanges, where ShipCoin 
will be listed. In addition to the open market mechanism, ShipCoin holders will benefit from the 
SHIPNEXT Reserve Fund (Please see details in the corresponding section).

ShipCoinSHPC



• Transaction fees
SHIPNEXT executed transaction fee will be below or equal to 1%, making the cost of transaction 
considerably lower than the traditional 1,25-7,5% currently used as a common rule on shipping and 
transport related markets. This base percentage fee will be the primary income source for 
SHIPNEXT, followed by partnerships for banks, insurance companies, partner value-add services 
upsold on top of shipments. Having transparent fee system, SHIPNEXT will provide actual real-time 
costs from service providers and corresponding savings for the clients versus traditional brokerage 
model.

ShipNext Reserve Fund

To reward the buyers of the SHPC with the part of the gross revenue generated from transaction 

fees, we have designed the Reserve Fund.

The idea of having two tokens came from the point, when utility tokens becoming popular on the 

secondary market, what in turn invalidates their viability as utility tokens for the original purposes. 

The Reserve fund ensures that the external publicly traded SHPC cannot affect the internal Coin, but 

can benefit from the utility of it, by sharing revenue generated from transaction volume in the 

SHIPNEXT ecosystem with SHPC holders. 

Initially, 20% of the gross revenue from transaction fees paid in ShipCoin will be distributed to token 

holders. After the monthly revenue reaches 1 million the percentage will be gradually decreased in 

the following way:

• ShipNext Enterprise 

When needed ShipNext can provide programming and consulting services to help industry 

participants to benefit from the ecosystem. Primarily SHIPNEXT will benefit from helping integrate 

the Open Source SHIPNEXT related algorithms into internal supply-chain processes of multiple key 

SHIPNEXT users. This will include broad variety of research and development activity, including but 

not limited to coding of smart contracts, user interfaces, developing B2B White Label module that 

will allow other developers or large enterprises to build upon and integrate their solutions into 

blockchain. This will be custom quoted per client.
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Revenue, mln USD

0.0 to 1.0

1.0 to 2.0

2.0 to 2.5

2.5 to 3.0

3.0 and above

Revenue Share, %

20

15

10

5

1
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Token Adoption

ShipNext will enter into strategic partnership with key industry players and large token users in order 

to promote token adoption, by mandating the usage of ShipNext tokens in dry or liquid bulk,

for example, enabling all interacting counterparties be prepared to use tokens in corresponding 

transactions.

Revenue Share Process

The revenue share will be done quarterly on pro-rata basis by airdropping SHPC to SHPC holders, 

that completed KYC/AML procedures. 

Since the amount of SHPC to be minted is finite, we will acquire existing SHPC from the market in 

the following way:

Every time a participant transacts in the ShipNext ecosystem, the revenue share part of the 

transaction fee in ShipCoins is added to the ShipNext Reserve Fund

ShipCoins are continuously exchanged to USD (withdrawn from the ecosystem) and 

afterwards traded to ETH on the open market.

Acquired ETH are used to by SHPC tokens from the open market 

Acquired SHPC are distributed to existing SHPC holders in the pro-rata basis.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Token Distribution

ShipNext is uniquely positioned to leverage distributed ledger technology and capture a lot of value 
by disrupting shipping industry. ShipNext will be conducting a token generation event to raise 
money for its further development.

The token generation event will occur in two phases starting with a private sale in June 2018, 
followed by crowdfunding stages “A” in Q3 2018.

A total of  1,000,000,000 (1 billion) SHPC Tokens will be issued, which will be the hard cap. No 
additional SHPC tokens will be issued at any time in the future. Pre-sale allocated tokens that have 
not been sold will be added to the public sale allocation. If we get a large interest for buying tokens 
during the pre-sale we reserve the right to take up to 50% extra from the public sale Stages "A".

Who

Time

Maximum number of tokens

Discount

Pre-participant limits

Duration

Private Sale

Invited Contributors

June 2018

200,000,000 (incl. bonus)

40%

from 25,000 USD

4 weeks

Stage A

Crowdsale

Q3 2018

400,000,000  (incl. bonus)

*

from 100 USD

60 days

* 20% for the first 48hours, 15% for weeks 1-2 starting from day 3, 10% for weeks 3-4, 5% for weeks 5-6, 0% for weeks 7-8

40%
TGE STAGE A

20%
TGE PRE-SALE

10%
ADVISORS

2%
BOUNTY

10%
TEAM

8%
PARTNERS

10%
COMPANY RESERVE

Token Allocation Plan



In order to avoid dumping of the ShipToken after listing, lock up periods will be implemented in 

smart contracts

Token holders

Team

Advisors

Partners

Company Reserve

Bounty 

Total percentage

10

10

8

10

2

Lock up period, months

18

12

12

3

Unlocking conditions

18 (for 50% of the tokens, remaining 
50% do not have lock up period)

Equally during 6 months 
following the lock up period

Equally during 6 months 
following the lock up period

Equally during 6 months 
following the lock up period

Equally during 6 months 
following the lock up period

Immediately after end of ICO

Lock-up periods
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Token Sale

Due to high volatility of ETH and BTC, SHPC will be locked in the price to USD 0.12. It will be 

possible to contribute to the ICO in ETH, BTC, USD, EUR.  The exchange rate will be locked 

at the time of the purchase of the SHPC and will be based on the average price quoted on 

the three top ETH/USD, BTC/USD exchanges: bitfinex.com, gdax.com and bitstamp.net.

For example, with a ETH = 450 USD, 1 ETH = 3,687 SHPC.

Bonuses will be applied to early investors with starting from 40% during private pre-sale 

ending up with 5% during public sale. Additional 92,000,000 SHPCs are reserved as an early 

bird bonus.

A dedicated sales website adherent to KYC and AML will be launched to handle the token 

sale. In order to avoid considerable transfer fees and give a fair chance for everyone, 

ShipNext will create different transfer options, among which investor can choose the most 

appropriate.

Additional information on token sale will be available at the time of the sales website launch.



Sales & marketing.
This will be mostly allocated on the acquisition of users. To ensure scale, user acquisition will be one 
of the key focuses of SHIPNEXT. We estimate that in order to become a leading and organically 
growing platform, each key transportation market will require at least 1,000 unique corporate clients, 
and optimally 3,000 unique corporate clients.
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The token generation event is launched to fuel the development of ShipNext according to its
vision and roadmap. Provided all 508,000,000 (508 million) SHPCs are sold during the ICO,
62,000,000 (62 million) USD equivalent raise is expected. The funds raised will be used according 
to the following distribution:

Full funded ICO would allow is to delivery the full scale ecosystem described in the whitepaper as 
per road map attached.

Sales & marketing

Tech & development

Admin & operations

Other & contingency

TOTAL

$21 million

$16 million

$22 million

$3 million

$62 million

34%

26%

35%

5%

Funding Breakdown

26%
TECH & DEVELOPMENT

5%
OTHER & CONTINGENCY

35%
ADMIN & OPERATIONS

34%
SALES & MARKETING

Tech & development.
This will include broad variety of research and development activity, including but not limited to
development of smart contracts, further improvement of linear-programming based algorithms, 
further development of the functionality of the platform and its user interfaces, integrating all other 
methods of freight (trucks, railway transport), development of a B2B White Label module to allow 
other developers to build upon and integrate their solutions into blockchain, etc. Development and 
management of the logistics distributed ledger is a costly endeavor, that requires significant 
technical resources and a pool of talented tech team.

Admin & operations.
This will cover operating expenses of ShipNext, mostly comprising of salaries and office costs. 
SHIPNEXT will be expanding to operate offices in global transportation hubs. Depending on the 
budget that will be raised during the TGE the Company will open offices from as little two locations: 
Singapore and San Francisco, to as many as 10 locations, including San Francisco, Houston, Genève, 
Hamburg, Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Seoul, Cape Town.
These offices will primarily support the industry players in the biggest transportation hubs 
worldwide.

Other & contingency.
This will cover other and contingency expenses and is estimated at around 5% of the total budget.
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10. TEAM & ADVISORS

Advisory Board

Chris Chatterton

Chris obtains executive level experience across the energy, 
shipping, automobile, renewables and chemical sectors, 
where he has been responsible for creating strategy, 
fundraising, restructuring, crisis management and 
operations for both startups and multinationals

Director Lapersa Enterprises 
Pte Ltd, Singapore

Stakh Voznyak

Stakh is a founder of Wozward, a company with over 4 mln 
tons of cargo moved, and a CEO of an online service for 
automated land cargo delivery - Cargofy.

San Francisco, USA

Anna Besstsastnova

Anna speaks Russian and Chinese, as well as Estonian, 
English and French. Her vast mining connections across 
Russia, Eurasia and Africa are combined with impressive 
financial funding expertise.

Analyst, Optiva Securities,
MSc Finance, London, UK

Alexei is a serial entrepreneur, founder of CEO Clubs 
Russia, blockchain advocate/investor, and talented 
manager. Previously he took key executive positions with 
Russian and US-based Oil & Gas companies. Alexey holds 
MSc degree in Petroleum Engineering from Heriot-Watt 
University, UK.

Alexey Khomyakov
Moscow, Russia

Valentin has a 43-year reputable international career in port 
management that includes:
- 17 years in Latvia,  including vice-director of the Port 
administration.
- 16 years in Antwerp as top executive at Allied Stevedores, 
Noord Natie and PSA Antwerp.
- 10 years in Russian and Ukrainian ports (Chernomorsk, 
St.Petersburg, Ust Luga, Tuapse, Taganrog) as top 
executive of National Container Company and UCL Holding

Antwerp, Belgium

Valentin Varvarenko

Julian is an experienced corporate attorney, serial 
entrepreneur and blockchain investor.  He is a Managing 
Partner at Velton Zegelman PC, a California based boutique 
corporate and securities law firm.  Julian is also a Founding 
Partner at TMT Blockchain Fund, a $60M blockchain 
focused VC fund and a Partner at Jaguar Capital Advisors, a 
blockchain business advisory firm.

San Francisco, USA

Julian Zegelman

Top Executive Specialist in Logistics, Warehousing, 
Import/Export, Supply Chain Management

CEO and Founder, ROBRAUS
Sao Paolo, Brazil

Renato Rerreira

23 years experience in Chartering, Shipbroking and 
Shipping. Previously Senior consultant at Florida Minerals 
and Mineral Resources AG.

CEO and Owner, HANDY CHART
Athens, Greece

Minas Sorotos
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Alexander Krakovetsky

Over 15 years experience as a Maritime engineer, 
previously Chief Mate at Rickmers Linie, 6 years experience 
as Head of Engineering Department at VARAMAR Group.

Chief Cargo Superintendent  
Odessa, Ukraine

Ashish Mayekar

Previously 3 years as head of Logistics at Weatherford 
(USA), 7 years as Top Manager and Managing Director at 
CEVA Logistics India, and Country Manager in Oman for DB 
Schenker

Global Logistics Head at  
SAPURA Energy
Dubai, UAE

Mahesh Damani

A high level shipping specialist with 27 years experience in 
Shipping, Chartering, Agency, Forwarding, Shipbroking and 
Ship Management.

CEO and Owner, Damani 
Shipping PVT,
Mumbai, India

Mike Roberts

Stakh is a founder of Wozward, a company with over 4 mln 
tons of cargo moved, and a CEO of an online service for 
automated land cargo delivery - Cargofy.

Shipping Specialist in Tanker 
Shipping
London, UK

Bahadir Tonguc

Currently Vice President of the Turkish Shipbroker’s 
Association. Over 20 years in Shipping and Chartering.

Managing Director and Co-owner,
SUPRAMAR Shipping and Trading 
Istanbul, Turkey

Legal Counsel

Steven Masur Iona Evans

Steven Masur has over 22 years of experience advising 
emerging and established businesses on new opportunities 
and business challenges. He focuses his practice on 
corporate finance, M&A, intellectual property, entertainment, 
emerging businesses and strategic guidance. Steve has 
extensive experience in angel and venture capital finance, 
mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and cross-border 
transactions in Europe and Asia. Steve has been recognized 
as a “Rising Star” and a “Super Lawyer” by Super Lawyers.

New York, USA

Iona Evans is passionate about helping businesses create 
and adopt new technologies and build success from 
innovation. Before becoming an attorney, she worked with 
start-up and Fortune 500 companies to develop case 
studies and best practices for internet-related innovation. 
She is currently focusing on decentralized technology and 
tokenization.

London, UK

Sales lead at Digital Business Transformation, Head of Sales 
and Head of Emerging Markets at PHI Partners.

Wayne Lloyd
Crypto Advisor,
Ambassador to EOS.io
London, UK
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Odessa, Ukraine

Vladimir has over 15 years of extensive experience in 
financial planning. He joined ShipNEXT as Chief Financial 
Officer in 2015. Prior to that, he worked for leading 
international companies, including Antey, RedHead Family 
Corporation. Vladimir holds MSc Degree in Management 
and Administration from Kyiv National University of Trade 
and Economics, Ukraine.

Vladimir Yarovenko

Chief Financial Officer

Executive Team

Alexander Varvarenko 

Dmitry is a Chief Executive Officer at SHIPNEXT. He has an 
extensive experience in Financing and Investments. 
Previously Dmitry served as a CEO of Ligion Group, and 
prior to that, he was a CEO of Agro Export Group. Dmitry 
holds MSc degree in Mining management and Economics 
from Donetsk University, Ukraine.

Dmitry Kononov

Dubai, UAE

IR Manager

Odessa, Ukraine

Chief Technology Officer

Odessa, Ukraine

Alexander is a talented entrepreneur and manager with 
over 18 years of extensive experience in Shipping. He is the 
founder and the owner of Varamar - an ocean freight 
company and ShipNext - a unique shipping digital 
marketplace. Prior to that Alexander worked as a Chattering 
Director at OXL-Flamar and as a Managing Director at 
Kaalbye Projects. Alexander holds MSc degree in Ship and 
Port management from Odessa National Maritime 
University, Ukraine.

CEO at SHIPNEXT

Founder, VARAMAR Group

Sergey is a full-stack JS developer and blockchain expert, 
developing smart contracts in Solidity programming 
language. He is an experienced software architect. Sergey 
holds MSc degree in Computer Science from Odessa 
Computer System University, Ukraine.

Sergey Semernev 
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Natalia is Associate Professor of System analysis and 
logistics at Odessa National Maritime University. She has 
profound knowledge heuristic economics and optimization 
of mathematical models for ocean freight delivery. Natalia is 
an Associate Professor at Odessa National Maritime 
University, she holds Ph.D. in Economics and Mathematical 
modeling from Odessa National Maritime University, 
Ukraine.

Natalia Liashenko

Odessa, Ukraine

Systems Analyst

Odessa, Ukraine

Elena has a comprehensive knowledge of the shipping 
industry. She undertakes the sales and marketing at 
SHIPNEXT. Elena represents the company at all major 
international maritime and blockchain events. She holds 
Master's degree in Transport Technology & Systems from 
Odessa National Maritime University.

Elena Kryvoberets
Head of Marketing

Hamburg, Germany

Managing director and partner at Varamar GmBH. 12 years 
of experience ar Maersk Group in Ukraine, Denmark and 
Russia with Liner Agency and fleet chartering. 5 years with 
Varamar in heavy-lift and general cargo chartering.

Maxim Stolyarov

Managing Partner At Varamar Gmbh
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Andrii Reznik
Back end developer

Ekaterina Masiuta
Front end developer

Serhii Samborskyi
Full Stack Developer

Vitalii Tomashevskyi
Android developer

Huza Vadym
Front end developer

Yevhen Fedorov
Full Stack Developer

Emil Dudnyk
Full Stack Developer

Yurii Chikhrai
Back end developer

Viacheslav Serhiienko
Front end developer

Alexey Babii
CIO

Alexander Zelenov
Support Service
and ML Operator

Tetiana Chepkalenko
Support Service
and ML Operator

Oksana Revenko
Sales Manager

Michael Khvostyak
QA Engineer

Alexey Zeleniansky
QA Engineer

Serhii Shcherbakov
IOS Developer

Maksym Mamkin
Support Service
and ML Operator

Oksana Udovitsa
Support Service
and ML Operator

Anastasiia Chekhovskaya
Support Service
and ML Operator



Qustions or comments? E-mail us at: support@shipnext.com

Learn more by visiting shipnext.io


